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 Streptococcus pneumoniae is a respiratory pathogen which is responsible for causing 
various invasive diseases in humans. TIGR4 is a highly virulent strain under capsular serotype 4. 
It contains hypothetical proteins synthesized by various coding genes .The efficient degradation 
of host proteins is an integral aspect of pneumococcal Virulence. In this article we focus on the 
computational modeling of virulent proteins (Sp_0372, Sp_0192 and Sp_0311) and validating 
the nature of the proteins as a future drug target of TIGR4 in Streptococcus pneumonia. We 
have also focused on identifying specific ligands for the above mentioned proteins by using 
the statistical method of high throughput screening of lead molecules on the basis of structure 
activity relationship. Finally the lead molecules were validated using ADMET descriptors.
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          Pneumonia is an inflammation in lung 
which is often caused by an infection with 
bacteria, viruses or other pathogens, Streptococcus 
pneumoniae is one among the most significant 
microbe to cause bacterial disease in humans1,2. 
S.pneumoniae plays a vital role in integrating the 
pathogenic genetic material in humans. During 
the period of 2001-2003, scientists found that 
Streptococcus pneumoniae were resistant to usual 
drug treatments and their samples had come 
from children attending 13 day care centers in 
the city of Lisbon. General vaccination with the 
7-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine was 
recommended in Germany during July 2006 for 
children with more than 2 years of age3,4. It is 

estimated that more than 1 million people die each 
year from pneumococcal infections worldwide5,6. 
In the United States and elsewhere, resistance to 
a range of antibiotics is increasing among clinical 
isolates of S.Pneumoniae7, 8. As part of its life cycle, 
pneumococcus exists as a commensal bacterium 
that inhabits and colonizes the nasopharynx of 
50% adults and children9, 10. The transition from 
commensal bacterium to opportunistic pathogen 
often occurs after another infection in respiratory 
tract eg., pneumococcal pneumonia had been a 
leading secondary infection which is responsible 
for causing of death in humans during the 
pandemics of influenza. Till date only few strains 
of S.pneumoniae contain their complete genome 
sequence11. Strains TIGR4 of Streptococcus 
pneumonia is a clinical isolate which was obtained 
from the blood sample of 30 year old male patient 
in Kongsvinger, Norway. TIGR 4 was subjected 
various genetic tests and it has been found that the 
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strain is a virulent capsular strain of serotype 4. 
Genome of TIGR4 contains a sequence length of 
2.34 Mb which includes 2106 proteins and 2302 
genes with a GC content of 39.7%.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

 Sequences of hypothetical protein 
(Sp_0372, Sp_0192 and Sp_0311) in TIGR4 
strain were retrieved from UniProt. Template 
for the target proteins were identified on the 
basis of sequence similarity using PDBsum and 
cross validated with BLAST search12, 13. Multiple 
sequence alignment was performed between the 
template and target protein using CLUSTAL 
W. Homology modeling of the target proteins 
were executed by MODELLER 9v714.The 
structural confirmation of the modeled proteins 
were validated using Structural Analysis and 
verification Server on the basis of ø and ö angles 
of amino acids in maximum favored regions15.In 
order to obtain stable confirmation, amino acids 
in partially allowed regions of Ramchandran plot 
were subjected to energy minimization and certain 
residues of partial helical nature were subjected 
to loop refinement using Swiss PDB viewer16. 
Ligands of target proteins were obtained using 
DrugPort and their corresponding analogs were 
obtained using PubChem. Binding pockets of the 
target protein were obtained using CASTp server 
and the binding energy of protein-ligand complex 
were obtained using ARGUS lab17. Various 
structural confirmations of the protein-ligand 
complex were subjected to pose based dock score 

in Ligand fit module of Discovery Studio under 
CHARMm force field and the energy function 
is based on pairwise structural analysis between 
the nonbonding interactions of protein-ligand 
complex18,19. Finally, ADMET properties of ligands 
were studied through Discovery Studio20, 21.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

              2D1P(B), 2GUY(A), 2RBD(A) were 
found to be the suitable template for modeling 
the hypothetical proteins (Sp_0372, Sp_0192 and 
Sp_0311) with a sequence identity of 35.9%, 40%, 
41% respectively(Table 1).The modeled proteins 
has about 86% of residues in the most favored 
region of the Ramachandran Plot. Ligands were 
searched for the above mentioned protein and the 
best analogs are chosen from pubchem. Analogs 
of Famciclovir , Miconazole and Riboflavin 
molecule were docked with hypothetical proteins 
(Sp_0372, Sp_0192 and Sp_0311) respectively and 
the dock score is calculated by Discovery Studio 
2.0 software suite. Among various analogs best 2 
hig scoring compounds were considered to be the 
drug candidates. After docking the analogs were 
further subjected to ADMET analysis. In ADMET 
analysis, comparative graph of plot of polar 
surface area (PSA) vs logP suggest that analog has 
optimal concentration of absorption in the blood 
brain barrier. Homology Modeling was performed 
for hypothetical proteins (Sp_0372, Sp_0192 
and Sp_0311) using the respective templates 
structures 2D1P (B), 2GUY(A), 2RBD(A) and 
finally modeled proteins in Figure 1 were validated 

Table 1. The percentage of residues of modeled structure present in the allowed region of 
Ramachandran plot as predicted by SAVS with its similarity and template description

Target  Sequence  Template Description of template Length Similarity Ramachandran
Protein length      Plot 

Sp_0372 109 2D1P(B) Crystal structure of 119 35.9% 88%
   heterohexamerictusbcd    
   proteins, which are crucial for   
   the tRNA modification.   
Sp_0192 88 2GUY(A) Monoclinic crystal form of 476 40% 88.3%
   Aspergillus niger alpha-amylasein 
   complex with maltose.    
Sp_0311 58 2RBD(A) Crystal structure of a domain 159 41% 86.5%
   with unknown function and a   
   ferritin-like fold from Bacillus.   
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Table 2. The top scoring ligands obtained from drug port for each protein 
with their best analogs, interacting residues, Dock score and Binding energy

Target  Drug name Ligand Best Analog (Selected on the basis of  Interacting Dock 
protein    identity Dock Score)  Residues score

Sp_0372 Famciclovir 35.7% Carbonic acid 4-(2-amino-purin-9-yl)-2- Arg20(2) 31.329
   hydromethyl-butylester  
   4-(2-acetamidopurin-7-yl)butyl   
   acetate(c13h17n503) Ser 80(2) 28.691
Sp_0192 Miconazole 42.3% 1-[2-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-2-[(2,4- SER80,  64.704
   dichlorophenyl)methoxy]ethyl]-3- 81(2) 
   [(E)-3-phenylprop-2-enyl]imidazol-3-ium  
   1-[4-(4-chlorophenyl)-2-[(2,4-dichlorophenyl)
   methoxy]butyl]imidazole Met1 52.615
Sp_0311 Riboflavin 40.9% 7,8-dimethyl-10-(3,4,5-trihydroxypentyl)  Arg20 22.762
   benzo[g]pteridine-2,4-dione  
   6,7-dimethyl-10-[(2S,3S,4R)-2,3,4,5- Leu48 14.949
   tetrahydroxypentyl]benzo[g]pteridine-2,4-dione  

Fig. 1(a). Structure of modeled hypothetical protein (Sp_0372) and its Ramachandran plot

1(c). Structure of modeled hypothetical protein (Sp_0311) and its Ramachandran plot

Fig. 1(b). Structure of modeled hypothetical protein (Sp_0192) and its Ramachandran plot.

Fig. 1. The final modeled protein structures with their Ramachandran plots
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Fig. 3. ADMET plot of the analog compounds

through SAVS and 86% residues in target proteins 
are present  in the allowed region of Ramachandran 
Plot.
Ligand search
 Ligands for hypothetical proteins 
(Sp_0372, Sp_0192 and Sp_0311) were retrieved 
from DrugPort sharing more than 40% identity 
with related protein sequence for which already 
a drug exists.  The analogs for those ligands were 
obtained from PubChem and for each protein 10 
best analogs were chosen from the hit. The docking 
was performed with those analogs using Discover 
studio 2.0 software. Docking score was calculated 
for all the analogs with their respective proteins and 
the affinity was more when the dock score is high.

Docking
 Famciclovir was the best ligand for 
the protein (Sp_0372) which had 35.7% of 
identity with target protein and the Carbonic acid 
4-(2-amino-purin-9-yl)-2-hydromethyl-butylester 
was the analog based on the dock score of 31.329.
 Miconazole was the best ligand for the 
protein (Sp_0192) which had 42.3%of identity with 
target protein and the 1-[2-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-
2-[(2,4-dichlorophenyl)methoxy]ethyl]-3-[(E)-3-
phenylprop-2-enyl]imidazol-3-ium was the analog 
based on the dock score of 64.704.
 Riboflavin was the best ligand for the 
protein (Sp_0311) which  had 40.9%of identity 
with target protein and the 7,8-dimethyl-10-(3,4,5-

(a) Docking of Carbonic acid 4-(2-amino-purin-9-yl)-2-hydromethyl-butylester with Sp_0372
(b) Docking of 1-[2-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)- 2-[(2,4-dichlorophenyl)methoxy]ethyl]-3-[(E)-3-phenylprop-2-enyl]imidazol-3-ium 
with Sp_0192 .    
(c) Docking of 7, 8-dimethyl-10-(3,4,5-trihydroxypentyl) benzo[g]pteridine-2,4-dione with Sp_0311 

Fig. 2. Docking results of best analogs with their respective protein
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trihydroxypentyl) benzo[g]pteridine-2,4-dione was 
the analog based on the dock score of 22.762.The 
results are shown in Table 2 and their interactions 
are shown in Figure 2. ADMET properties for the 
analogs of ligands having better dock score and 
maximum interaction with the active site residues 
were analyzed. Based on our analysis, it has been 
found that the analogs which had maximum dock 
score have proper lopP, Absorption and Blood 
Brain Barrier values are shown in figure 3.

CONCLUSIONS

 Based on docking studies it has been 
concluded that Carbonic acid 4-(2-amino-purin-
9-yl)-2-hydromethyl-butylester, 1-[2-(2,4-dichloro 
phenyl)- 2-[(2,4-dichlorophenyl)methoxy] ethyl]-
3-[(E)-3-phenylprop-2-enyl]imidazol-3-ium,7,8-
dimethyl-10-(3,4,5-trihydroxypentyl) benzo[g] 
pteridine- 2,4-dione were the three ligands 
interacting analogs with maximum dock score 
with the proteins Sp_0372, Sp_0192 and Sp_0311 
respectively and ADMET descriptors were also 
analyzed for the drug candidates. Hence, these 
proteins can be considered as the drug targets and 
the above mentioned ligands having higher dock 
score may be considered as the drug candidates.
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